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Sparse coding provides a versatile framework for efficiently capturing and representing crucial data
(information) concisely, which plays an essential role in various computer science fields, including data
compression, feature extraction, and general signal processing. In this study, we propose a symmetric
quantum neural network for realizing sparse coding and decoding algorithms. Our networks consist
of multi-layer, two-level unitary transformations that are naturally suited for optical circuits. Each
gate is described by two real parameters, corresponding to reflectivity and phase shift. Specifically,
the two networks can be efficiently trained together or separately using a quantum natural gradient
descent algorithm, either simultaneously or independently. Utilizing the trained model, we achieve
sparse coding and decoding of binary and grayscale images in classical problems, as well as that
of complex quantum states in quantum problems separately. The results demonstrate an accuracy
of 98.77% for image reconstruction and a fidelity of 97.68% for quantum state revivification. Our
quantum sparse coding and decoding model offers improved generalization and robustness compared
to the classical model, laying the groundwork for widespread practical applications in the emerging
quantum era.

Introduction
In the classical field of machine learning and data analysis
algorithms, the corresponding machine learning task is
accomplished by combining supervised or unsupervised
training on data [1]. In quantum machine learning, vari-
ous quantum versions of machine learning algorithms have
also been proposed and developed immediately, including
quantum support vector machines, quantum principal
component analysis, quantum neural networks (QNN),
and other quantum machine learning algorithms [2–4].
Additionally, for rapidly evolving quantum neural network
algorithms, classical optimizers are utilized to train multi-
layer parameterized quantum gates in order to achieve
desired learning tasks [5]. Therefore, combined with Clas-
sical Sparse Coding (CSC) and quantum computation
theory, an efficient quantum algorithm based on QNN
can be designed to realize quantum sparse coding and
decoding [6–9].

Sparse coding and decoding refers to compressing high-
dimensional data sets into their lower-dimensional repre-
sentations sparsely and reconstructing higher-dimensional
data sets from low-dimensional ones [10–12], which plays
a crucial role in the fields of image compression, storage
and processing [13–15]. Sparse coding originates from the
fact that the receptive field of the visual stripe cortex
produces a sparse response to visual information. To be
specific, most neurons of the visual stripe cortex are in
a static resting state, while a small number of neurons
are in the stimulated state [16]. Mathematically, based
on data structure analysis, digital image processing, and
advanced algebra, CSC algorithms are developed gradu-
ally, where an overcomplete dictionary set is trained by
various training algorithms, and sparse representation is
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a linear combination of the overcomplete dictionary set
and active neurons in a high-dimensional space originally
with redundant information [15]. More explicitly, the
sparse solutions of underdetermined equations are able to
compress the data to a certain extent allowing little in-
formation loss of restoration. Currently, CSC algorithms
have been implemented by hardware friendly, owing to
their simple linear matrix operation in classical computer.

In contrast, quantum computing is an emerging frontier
with higher information security and faster parallel accel-
eration. Specifically, quantum algorithms are expected for
its potential advantages in quantum transmission, storage
and encryption [17–26]. Therefore, with the breakthrough
of quantum machine learning algorithms and quantum
circuits [27–29], more cutting-edge quantum algorithms
are gradually moving toward hardware [30–41], which
is currently a possible development that challenges
Moore’s Law [42]. Meanwhile, there is no efficient CSC
algorithm to handle quantum states. Inspired by CSC
algorithms [14] and quantum circuit models [7, 28], we
propose a quantum algorithm named Quantum Sparse
Coding and Decoding (QSCD), which can sparsely code
quantum states from high to low dimensional Hilbert
space and then decode them inversely. Specifically,
the quantum networks are trained by gradient-based
descent method [43–45], and can be realized by universal
multi-port design interferometers in optical quantum
circuits [28, 46, 47]. The simulations fully demonstrate
that our QSCD algorithm is able to deal with the real
and complex quantum states efficiently, which can be
applied to further industrial problems as a cutting-edge
technology.

Results
Preliminary. In classical information processing, data
bits are encoded into binary electrical signals such as
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Figure 1. The QSCD algorithm for grayscale image reconstruction. In the one iteration, for image data, 1○ the classical
information in a binary or grayscale image is converted into a column vector Xm with Xm ∈ [0, 1], encoded into amplitude
rmn ∈ [0, 1] and phase ϕmn ∈ [0, 2π] of the real quantum state with ϕmn = 0. 2○ The coded quantum state |ψm⟩ is input
into the coding and decoding network. 3○ Then according to the measurement of the output real state, the amplitude is

inversely decoded into the classical information X̂m with reconstruction image pixel x̂mn. Similarly, for complex quantum
states

∑N−1
n=0 rmne

iϕmn |n⟩ in polar coordinates, corresponding to amplitude rmn and phase ϕmn in (a), it also can be directly

input into the network. During the training process, (b) the probability amplitude |Rmn|2 can be measured, which is shown in
the polar coordinate form in the framework. Surely, for the trained quantum network, the sparse coding and decoding of the
quantum states can be achieved without immediate measurement.

the “high” and “low” values of electric potential, facil-
itating convenient sparse representation and retrieval
based on electrical circuits. As for the quantum in-
formation processing, the quantum counterpart of bits
are two-dimensional quantum states, that is, quantum
bits (qubits). Physical realizations of qubits include
two-level atoms, two distinct optical modes, etc. Tak-
ing the grayscale image reconstruction as an example,
our proposal of QSCD is illustrated in Fig. 1. Con-
sider M grayscale images consisting of N pixels, and
let xmn ∈ [0, 1] denote the nth pixel of the mth grayscale
image. From each grayscale image one then obtains a
normalized N -dimensional row vector {rmn}, where, with
σm =

√∑
n(xmn)2,

rmn =
xmn

σm
(1)

are the normalized pixels which satisfy
∑N−1

n=0 r
2
mn = 1 for

all m = 1, · · · ,M . It is worth noting that {rmn} alone
does not contain the complete information of the original

pixels, but when combined with the normalization factor
σm, all the pixels of the mth grayscale image can be fully
reconstructed.

In quantum sparse coding of grayscale images, we only
need to focus on the normalized pixel vector {rmn} as it
contributes to almost all the cost associated with image
transmission and storage. It is convenient to write a gen-
eral N -dimensional quantum state in the computational
basis as follows

|ψ⟩ =
N−1∑
n=0

rne
iϕn |n⟩. (2)

Here, each basis state |n⟩ ∈ {|00 · · · 00⟩, |00 · · · 01⟩, . . . ,
|11 · · · 11⟩} corresponds to the binary representation of an
integer n ∈ [0, N − 1], and the expansion coefficients are
normalized,

∑
n r

2
n = 1. In this way, classical information

can be properly encoded into the expansion coefficients
{rneiϕn} of |ψ⟩ which, further serves as an input of our
quantum sparse coding network. In particular, the quan-
tum representation of normalized pixel vectors {ψm} now
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become |ψm⟩ =
∑

n rmne
iϕmn |n⟩, with phase parameters

being 0, ϕmn = 0.
We proceed to detail our network architecture. Our

sparse coding network aims to transform a collection of
N -dimensional quantum states into lower dimensional
ones while preserving, as much as possible, the infor-
mation encoded in the input states. Considering that
distinct classical information must be encoded in orthogo-
nal states to be perfectly distinguishable under quantum
measurements, our basic assumption in this work is that
a coding network preserves orthogonality. In other words,
we focus on quantum networks that implement unitary
transformations. Furthermore, our main interest is in two
particular types of quantum network structures, called
Order type and Cross type. Order type links quantum
gates sequentially, while Cross type interconnects them
in a cross-pattern. Numerical analyses show Order type
excels at lower layers, whereas Cross type is better for
deeper networks (see supplementary information I).

General unitary transformations on an N -dimensional
Hilbert space HN can be factored into a series of unitaries
on 2-dimensional subspaces of HN (single-qubit gates),
which leave quantum states in the respective (N − 2)-
dimensional complementary subspaces invariant. Each
specific factoring then determines a specific network struc-
ture, and the network parameters are exactly the variables
describing individual single-qubit unitary gates. Notably,
the network structures based on different ways of factoring
unitary transformations may have different advantages
and limitations. In the following, our discussions will
revolve around the optimal factoring proposed in Cross-
type network (see supplementary information I), which is
comparatively more efficient for deep networks. Its phys-
ical realization based on optical circuits consists of lE
layers of unitary gates on two neighboring optical modes,
involving approximately (N − 1)lE unitary gates in total
[28]. More specifically, a unitary gate Un on two optical
modes {|n⟩ , |n+ 1⟩} can be implemented by a phase
shifter at one mode (with phase parameter αn ∈ [0, 2π])
followed by a two-mode Mach-Zehnder interferometer
(with parameter θn ∈ [0, π/2])

Un |n⟩ = eiαn(cos θn|n⟩+ sin θn|n+ 1⟩),
Un |n+ 1⟩ = − sin θn|n⟩+ cos θn|n+ 1⟩. (3)

Each layer of our coding network consists of N/2 par-
allel single-qubit unitary gates on the optical modes
{|2(k − 1)⟩ , |2k − 1⟩} (k = 1, 2, · · · , N/2), followed by
another N/2− 1 parallel single-qubit unitary gates on the
modes {|2k − 1)⟩ , |2k⟩} (k = 1, 2, · · · , N/2− 1) (see Fig.
1 for an example and supplementary information I for
more details). Then, the l-th layer of our coding network
implements the transformation

U
(l)
E =U0U2 · · ·UN−2U1U3 · · ·UN−3

=

N−1∏
k=1

Uk

(
θlk, α

l
k

)
, (4)

The overall coding network then essentially implements
lE unitary transformations consecutively

TE = U
(lE)
E U

(lE−1)
E · · ·U (1)

E :=

lE∏
l=1

U
(l)
E , (5)

which is described by 2lE × (N − 1) real parameters
[28]. In supplementary I, we also discuss another network
structure and compare it with the above one numerically.
As for the decoding network, a direct choice is simply

the mirror inversion of the coding network, which performs
the inverse transformation to recover the initial states
from the output of the coding network. However, if some
input state (2) is not transformed into the output space
completely, say a d-dimensional Hilbert space Hd spanned
by the last d optical modes, then the actual outputs are
described by the (unnormalized) states

|χm⟩ = P0TE |ψm⟩ = P0TE

N−1∑
n=0

rmne
iϕmn |n⟩, (6)

with P0 =
∑d−1

n=0 |n⟩⟨n| the projector onto Hd. This pro-
jector is critical for realizing sparse coding. It retains
prominent features of the initial set of states while dis-
carding unimportant information. In accordance, input
photons of the decoding network are prepared into the

normalized states {⟨χm|χm⟩−
1
2 |χm⟩} which, after some

decoding transformation TD, become

|Ψm⟩ = 1√
⟨χm|χm⟩

TD |χm⟩ =
N−1∑
n=0

Rmne
iφmn |n⟩. (7)

In the above, {Rmn} are real parameters, and R2
mn is the

probability of detecting a photon at the nth output mode
when prepared in the mth initial state.

We introduce the overall loss function L for reconstruct-
ing the initial states {|ψm⟩} from outputs of the decoding
network as follows

L =

M∑
m=1

N−1∑
n=0

(JJ∗) , (8)

where J = Rmne
iφmn−rmne

iϕmn . With this loss function,
we can update the parameters in our network during the
training process to minimize potential errors. In the
ideal case L = 0, the information encoded in the initial
states can be fully extracted without error. If the classical
information is encoded only in the real coefficients {rmn}
of the initial states {|ψm⟩} (2) and the decoding network
implements the inverse transformation, a simpler and
more convenient loss function is

Linv = 1− ⟨χm|χm⟩ = ⟨ψm|T−1
E P1TE |ψm⟩ , (9)

with P1 =
∑N−1

n=d |n⟩⟨n| denoting the projection onto the
subspace of HN that is complementary to the output
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space Hd. Note that P0 and P1 sum up to the iden-
tity operator on HN and quantum states are normalized
⟨ψm|T−1

E P0TE |ψm⟩+ ⟨ψm|T−1
E P1TE |ψm⟩ = 1, thus Linv

is exactly the probability that output photons are not
detected at the last d modes. Linv = 0 necessarily means
that the encoding network successfully transforms all the
initial states into the output space Hd, |χm⟩ = TE |ψm⟩,
and the decoding network would perfectly recover those
initial states.

We remark here that if the initial states span a space
with a dimension larger than the dimension d of the out-
put space, the loss function Linv would never approach 0
in the training process. Consequently, there is also no rea-
son to believe that a decoding network implementing the
inverse transformation TD = T−1

E is optimal for minimiz-
ing Linv or, equivalently, maximizing the fidelity between
the initial states and final states. This is in fact a much
more general situation. To mitigate error, we may prop-
erly train the decoding network to exploit, besides the
features of individual input states, also the structure of
the input set. Moreover, properly extending the depths of
our coding and decoding networks is expected to further
enhance the overall fidelity.

In conclusion, we fashion the decoding network of
the QSCD algorithm either by inverting the coding
network or through parameter training of the decoding
network. In the case of the decoding network with
parameter training, the QSCD algorithm can be smoothly
implemented in experiments, ensuring that parameter
values remain within their designated range. Additionally,
our approach to updating network parameters allows
for concurrent updating of both the sparse coding
network and the decoding network, solely through
measuring the output states of the decoding network,
eliminating the need for intermediate state measurements.

Image Reconstruction. For sparse coding and de-
coding of classical image information, the QSCD can
be realized more efficiently. As shown in Fig. 2, firstly,
the D1 × D2-dimensional binary or grayscale image is
converted into a column vector Xm with N × 1 di-
mension (N ≥ D1D2 > N/2, N = 2q, q ∈ N+). Further,
Xm is encoded to a N -dimensional real quantum state
(∀j ∈ [D1D2, N − 1] , xmn ≡ 0), so M pictures are en-
coded to be the N ×M -dimensional matrix X. With∑N−1

n=0 (rmn)
2

= 1 and setting all ϕmn = 0, the en-
coded quantum state can be represented as |ψm⟩ =∑N−1

n=0 rmn|n⟩ (see supplementary information IV and
V). The probability amplitude is equal to the normal-
ized value of the image grayscale value corresponding to
Eq. (1). The code rmn can be obtained to facilitate the
preparation of quantum states.

To see the performance of our network numerically,
next we apply it to the 5 × 5 binary images of the 26
English capital letters as shown in Fig. 2a. Each bi-
nary image requires 5 qubits to be faithfully represented(
D1D2 = 25, N = 25

)
. We choose a coding network with

depth lE = 20 and a decoding network with depth lD = 25,

the number of sparse coding channels is d = 4. Thus, the
coding network and decoding network involve 480 and 600
rotation parameters θlk, respectively (see supplementary
information II). Further, we set the learning rate to be
η = 0.01 and update the network parameters through
150 iterations. In each iteration, the output states of
the decoding network are described by Eq. (7), with
which we are able to compute the respective loss func-
tion according to Eq. (8). After each iteration, we then
utilize the Quantum Natural Gradient Descent (QNGD)
algorithm (see supplementary information III) to update
the network parameters to reduce loss. The evolution of
the real quantum states can be implemented by optical
circuits to train and adjust the quantum gate parameters
(see Methods). On the basis of the decrease of the loss
function (Fig. 2c.), the reconstruction loss gradually tends
to 0, and the gradient renewal of θ gradually approaches
0 (Fig. 2d), with the parameters θ gradually leveling off
in the ranges of

[
0, π2

]
. Eventually, the quantum network

training is completed. The measurement results of output
quantum states are converted to classical data x̂mn (Fig.
2b):

x̂mn = σmRmn, (10)

where σm = (
∑

n x
2
mn)

1/2 is normalization factor
of the respective pixel vector Xm as defined in Eq.
(1). The implementations mean that the classical
information can be sparsely encoded and decoded
through the QSCD algorithm, where the data flow is

Xm → rmn → |ψm⟩ → TDP1TE |ψm⟩ → Rmn → X̂m.
Undoubtedly, it also makes sense to achieve sparse coding
and decoding of high-frequency or low-frequency sig-
nals, which provides effective ideas for pattern recognition.

Sparse Coding and Decoding for Complex
Quantum States. For solving quantum problems,
sparse coding and decoding of quantum states play a
significant role in quantum cryptography. we achieve the
simulation of sparse coding and decoding for complex
quantum states in this section. Firstly, we generate 50
3-qubit quantum states in 8-dimensional Hilbert space (
q = 3, N = 8,M = 50 ) as samples, and then they are
input into the TE and TD (or T−1

E ) to train parameters.
Set network parameters: lE = 10, lD = 12, η = 0.01, d = 4
and Ite = 500. By measuring the output states of
the decoding network in each training iteration, the
loss is calculated, so as to update the quantum gate
parameters in Eq. (7). Obviously, we need to train
both the phase shift αl

k and reflectivity cos θlk (see
supplementary information II, Fig. 3a). Therefore,
the quantum network needs to be trained with 140
parameters

(
θlk, α

l
k

)
of the coding network and 168

parameters
(
θ̂lk, α̂

l
k

)
of the decoding network. In the

quantum sparse coding network TE , only 4 output
optical circuits are connected to the decoding network
TD. The amplitude error Eamp and phase error Epha are

defined as Eamp =
∑M

m=1

∑N−1
n=0 (Rmn − rmn)

2
, Epha =
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Figure 2. Image reconstruction based on QSCD algorithm. a The input image with binary value in {0, 1}. b The
output image with grayscale value in the range of [0, 1]. During actually measuring the output quantum state in each iteration,
the output of each iteration is always a real number in the range of [0, 1] owing to the floating parameters. Therefore, the
reconstruction results of binary images are gray images, which illustrates the training adaptability of the network. c The update
gradients of θ in 300 training iterations. At about the 100th training iteration, the quantum gate parameters tend to be stable
with the gradients almost 0. d The distribution of optimal θ. This distribution conforms to a normal distribution. e The loss
of training network with N ×M -dimensional matrix X. The minimum MSE loss L is 0.00873. f The training process of the
sample letter ”Y” (X25). The probability amplitude R25 eventually tends to be in the range of [−1, 1]. g The similarity of
overall samples (”A”-”Z”) between input images and output images in each iteration. After 300 training iterations that run for
895.234 s (CPU runs), the final similarity between input and output images is 98.77%.

∑M
m=1

∑N−1
n=0 (φmn − ϕmn)

2
. As shown in Fig. 3b, Fig.

3c and Fig. 3d, the Rmn and φmn of the output quantum
states are measured, and the error between output and
input quantum states is obtained. Obviously, the initial
phase error is significantly larger than the amplitude error
(Fig. 3b), because for each quantum state in a quantum
circuit, the probability amplitude Rmn is much less
than 1 (even most of which is in the range of [0.1, 0.2]).
Furthermore, Rmn and φmn error of the final states will
gradually range to 0 during continuous training. Finally,
after 500 training iterations, the output states are similar
to the input states in amplitude and phase. Another

more intuitive error in polar coordinates in Fig. 3c,
represents the complex error

(
Ecomplex = Eampe

iEpha
)
,

which gradually tends to 0 with the slope around 0 in
Fig. 3c.After training, the optimal results are obtained,
in which input states and output states are similar in Fig.
3a. Therefore, the error of the ultimate reconstruction
will be calculated, and then Eamp and Epha of the
overall samples are extremely close to 0 in Fig. 3d.
For the QSCD algorithm, only Rmn and φmn of the
output quantum states are measured. Therefore, sparse
coding and decoding of quantum states are able to be
implemented in integrated optical circuits, simutaneously
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Figure 3. Sparse coding and decoding for complex quantum states. a The input and output quantum states. The
amplitude and phase of the input and output quantum states are presented by measurement in polar coordinates. b The
amplitude error Eamp and phase error Epha in training iterations. The minimum amplitude error minEamp = 1.01 × 10−4,
The minimum phase error minEpha = 0.0143. c The complex error in polar coordinates. The minimum complex error is
minEcomplex = (0.99 + i)10−4. d The amplitude and phase error of 50 quantum state samples. The amplitude and phase error
of 50 quantum state samples are given by calculation. e ALL of θ and α and their gradients in the decoding network. f The
distribution of optimal θ and α. g The fidelity of training samples. The fidelity of the final quantum states is 97.68%.

the elimination of the intermediate measurement can
greatly reduce the system error. Using QSCD to achieve
sparse coding and decoding of quantum states guar-
antees the transmission efficiency of quantum information.

Discussion
Generally, the QSCD algorithm can be implemented in
physical hardware efficiently. It can achieve sparse coding
and decoding by encoding classical image data (derived
from the pixels of binary and grayscale images) into the
amplitude of real quantum states. Furthermore, complex
quantum states can also be sparsely coded and decoded
by the QSCD algorithm through quantum unitary trans-
formation and adaptive quantum natural gradient descent
algorithm.

The superiority of the QSCD algorithm over traditional

QNN based on Hamiltonian evolution is embodied in its
lower computation complexity, better hardware-friendly
performance, and ability to deal with higher dimensional
information. The current optical quantum computing
devices are more suitable for sparse quantum unitary
transformation in our QSCD network, which increases
the experimental efficiency and is expected to solve
more quantum problems such as calculating eigenstates.
Moreover, the differences between QSCD and CSC root
in their computation frameworks, where the QSCD is
constructed by multiple sparse matrices with the same
dimensions, and the CSC is composed of one matrix
full of weight parameters. In more detail, the two real
parameters are updated together in each sparse matrix
in the QSCD algorithm, nevertheless, the full weights are
adjusted in a dictionary set in the CSC algorithm.
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Methods
Quantum Gate Design. In this paper, the QSCD
algorithm is realized through quantum optical circuits.
Specifically, a universal multi-port interferometer can
be programmed to achieve any linear transformation
between two channels by implementing a quantum gate
U(k,k+1) in port k and k + 1, abbreviated to Uk. These
interferometers typically consist of a regular grid of beam
splitters and phase shifters and are manufactured directly
with an integrated photon architecture and off-the-shelf
scalability. At present, the standard design of universal
multiport interferometers is based on the decomposing
from any N ×N unitary matrix to a linear combination
of two-dimensional beam-splitting transform sequence
[28]. Compared with the traditional design, the main
advantage of this design is only half the optical depth and
more anti-optical loss (see supplementary information I).

Algorithm 1: Calculate the Quantum Sparse
Coding and Decoding with respect to the X.

Input : X, lE , lD to get [M,N ]← size(X)

Output :
(
θlEk , αlE

k

)
,
(
θlDk , αlD

k

)
, gE , gD, L, X̂i

Initialize (θ, α)← (π/3, 2π/3), Ite = 150, η = 0.01, d = 4

for m = 1 :M

|ψm⟩ ← Xm

end[(
θlEk , αlE

k

)
,
(
θlDk , αlD

k

)
, gE , gD, L

]
= trainQSCD (lE , lD, |ψ⟩, (θ, α), Ite, η, d)
For m = 1 :M∣∣∣Ψ̂m

〉
= TD

(
θlDk , αlD

k

)
P1TE

(
θlEk , αlE

k

)
|ψm⟩

X̂m ←
∣∣∣Ψ̂m

〉
end

QSCD Algorithm. According to the theory of the
QSCD algorithm, the main program can be summarized
as Algorithm. 1. The main simulation programs are
parameter training and quantum gate construction,
which are simulated with Matlab programming language.
As shown in Algorithm. 1, for classical image data,
there are data-to-state coding function and training
function (trainQSCD). Given parameter initialization,
the r and ϕ of quantum states are input to train (θ, α)
of quantum network by Algorithm. 2. After that, the
program is presented in Algorithm. 3. is called, then the
output result is obtained by implementing the coding
and decoding process TDP1TE . Finally, the program
returns reconstruction results and procedure parameters.

Algorithm 2: Calculate the loss function and the
gradients to update (θ, α), trainQSCD.

Input : lE , lD, |ψ⟩, (θ, α) , Ite, η, d to get [M,N ]

Output :
(
θlEk , αlE

k

)
,
(
θlDk , αlD

k

)
, gE , gD, L

Initialize ∆ = 10−8∣∣∣Ψ̂〉
= TD (θ, α)P1TE (θ, α) |ψ⟩

Update:
(
θlEk , αlE

k

)
for i = 1 : Ite

L = (Rmn − rmn)
2

for l = 1 : lE

for k = 1 : N

∂θlk =
[
TDP1TE

(
θlk +∆,αl

k

)
− TDP1TE

(
θlk, α

l
k

)]
/∆

∂αl
k =

[
TDP1TE

(
θlk, α

l
k +∆

)
− TDP1TE

(
θlk, α

l
k

)]
/∆

gE
(
θlk

)
= sum

(
L · ∂

(
θlk

))
/ (M ×N)

gE
(
αl
k

)
= sum

(
L · ∂

(
αl
k

))
/ (M ×N)

θlk = θlk − ηgE
(
θlk

)
, αl

k = αl
k − ηgE

(
αl
k

)
end

end

same way to calculate gD to update
(
θlDk , αlD

k

)

Quantum Natural Gradient Descent Algorithm.
The trainQSCD pseudocode calculates the gradient of the
(θ, α), which is denoted as the gradient gE for network
TE and gD for network TE . In the process, the quantum
natural gradient of quantum gate parameters (θ, α) is
calculated by the QNGD algorithm [30]. Afterward,
based on the update of parameter gradients, the renewal
of parameters will be acted upon in the next training
iteration. It is noticed that the parameters (θ, α) are
updated at the same time, but the adjustment of the
reflectivity θ will not affect the adjustment of the phase
α (see supplementary information II).

Quantum Network Construction. Constructed
with multi-layer rotation gate Uk, the network TE and
TD can also be combined into a quantum network of
any depth separately in Algorithm. 3. The quantum
network construction gives out the form of the unitary
transformation, which can be in Order type and
Cross type (see supplementary information I). In the
network TD, the transformation UD needs to be con-
nected in reverse order of UE in sparse coding network TE .
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Algorithm 3: Construct the quantum network
TE and TD.

Input : (θ, α) , [M,N ]

Output : TE , TD

Initialize Uk, UE , TE , UE , TE

for l = 1 :M

θ ← θl, α← αl

for k = 1 : N − 1

U
(l)
E = U

(l)
E Uk(θ

l
k, α

l
k)

end

TE = TEU
(l)
E

Reset: UE

end

same way to construct UD, TD

CODE AVAILABILITY
Some of the simulation code can be found in
https://github.com/Jixun97/QSCD.git. The com-
plete code used for simulations is available from the
corresponding authors upon reasonable request.
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